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About This Game

Okay, beanface. Take a breath. Close your eyes for a second. You've got a blind date tonight. You've got this! It's gonna be
simple: show up, chew your food like a gentleman, laugh, try not to spittle, have a good time, who knows what's gonna happen

next.

But.. what if she thinks you're ugly? Or your breath smells, or she figured out about that mole? Or you say something really
embarrassing or you dribble something on your shirt? What if the food at the restaurant is too fancy and she laughs at the way
you can't pronounce acaí? What if you can't think of anything to talk about? What if everything goes horribly wrong and you

end up in a gulag in some foreign country?

Or... what if it goes well, you laugh, share a few drinks?

Life's a constantly evolving, unfolding series of possibilities. You got this. You can do it. And heck, if everything goes sideways,
you can always try again...

Key Features:

Over 14 possible endings.
Dazzle your date.
Meet a goose
Travel to foreign lands
Discover secrets
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Release Date: 14 Feb, 2019
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7
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Pretty good experience. Good game but there are lots of bugs that needs to be fixed. Short story. I r8 8\/8 m8. I posted my first
play of this game onyoutube, you can find it here - https://youtu.be/0hSuhU3zDNQ

On balance, there's the nub of a decent game here. I've learned not to expect too much from steam indie games, they're usually
unfinished and buggy. The graphics in this game can be a bit cluster ♥♥♥♥y at times, and you just can't tell when you've
picked stuff up or not. It lacks atmosphere, but that could be because it's in Ukrainian.

One thing i noticed is, i watched Jim sterling's play through of the game after i recorded mine and we both ran out of bullets at
the same time. we also both left the game feeling "Meh". I hate crapping on indie games, so i'll give it a thumbs up with the
proviso that it is worth picking up when it goes to sale.

Huck. Great game at a great price. Knowing there are 5 levels and the first level being so short, I was thinking oh no, going to be
a short game. Not quite the case, its not too short, but not too long either. A lot of action and bullets. There are 2 things that
annoy me a little though, but this is completely subjective, many like this in a shmup, is slowdown during heavy bullet
scenes(but can be disabled in the options, thank you kindly) and the 3 coins per play. But more credits can be unlocked, so keep
trying. This a very good title, its a back to basics arcade shmup with a pretty cool scoring system. Three different pilots to
choose from, essentially all the same except for different shot patterns. Lots of power ups, giving you massive destructive
abilities. 3 button scheme, regular shot, focus shot and bomb. Although it doesnt have it, a story mode would be a welcome
addition considering its already got fanservice, but then the price would have been twice as much most likely. I love shmups but
dont really follow consoles, but from what I see this is an awesome console port at a very very reasonable price. 8\/10

ps. easy to get achievements, just makes it funner.. Crashes at almost every turn, not worth buying until they fix this critical
bug!. There's something special about the Star Sky serie. I really like it. But, to my opinion, the second one was better. It's still a
very good game you should try.. It was worth the 59 cents I gave for it, it was worth about a dollar in content. Don't do the M
mode by the way, just makes the game not fun. Just escape to the map so you can revisit it if you want. If you want numbers,
110 missions are needed to do the ending mission, and I skipped like maybe 5 missions. It's super fun from start to middle, but
the end has a mix of fun and just kind of bs really thin lines. Not enough bs missions to stop you from getting to the end,
though. It's good. By the way if you find an elevator in a level select, wait until you unlock the bomb to jump up. I spent too
long trying to get up without it. Yes there is a mission up there, it's the little floating cube. I got up there once and didn't notice it
was a mission so I jumped back down. HORRIBLE mistake.
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Very real and creepy feeling. Loved horror films and haunted houses when I was younger. Had to turn it off 5 minutes in, I'm
such a wimp.. I made a video review to show off some of the features and gameplay of this game!
http://youtu.be/sbcpy70a7NY
I hope you enjoy!
Martyr. $5 for a girl.. The game works fine. You just got to make a few tweeks to the settings.
1. Goto library
2. Find "World of soccer online"
3. Right click on it
4. Click on "Delete local content"
5. click on "Delete" when prompted
6. Enjoy your game
*This actually fixes a major bug that most players experience while trying to play this game

tl;dr
S**T
Fill in the blanks
''
''
the correct answer was SEET
Seet?
Yes, seet mean a seat for two people
A set for three would be spelled like seeet. Great mixture of turned based and realtime puzzles!
Fantastic art style.

Highly recommend!. Can anyone tell me how to change to english? i dont even see any option to change to english
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